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Abstract 
 

Security models for key exchange protocols have been researched for years, however, 
lots of them only focus on what secret can be compromised but they do not differentiate the 
timing of secrets compromise, such as the extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) model. In this 
paper, we propose a new security model for key exchange protocols which can not only 
consider what keys can be compromised as well as when they are compromised. The proposed 
security model is important to the security proof of the key exchange protocols with forward 
secrecy (either weak forward secrecy (wFS) or strong forward secrecy (sFS)). In addition, a 
new kind of key compromise impersonation (KCI) attacks which is called strong key 
compromise impersonation (sKCI) attack is proposed. Finally, we provide a new one-round 
key exchange protocol called mOT+ based on mOT protocol. The security of the mOT+ is 
given in the new model. It can provide the properties of sKCI-resilience and sFS and it is 
secure even if the ephemeral key reveal query is considered. 
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1. Introduction 

Key exchange protocol can enable two or more participants to authenticate each other and 
establish a secure channel. It is one of the most widely used cryptographic protocols. Key 
exchange protocols have been studied for years and more and more attacks or security models 
have been strengthened or refined, such as attacks from passive to active and security models 
from Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) [1] to extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) [2]. However, 
although the attacks and the security models were proposed, the attentions were always on 
what kind of secrets the adversary can get from the attacks but not on when the attacks can be 
launched. Considering the time of the secret compromise, weak forward secrecy (wFS) and 
strong forward secrecy (sFS) were present. Forward secrecy proposed by Diffie et al. [3] 
means compromise of long-term keys should not result in compromise of the session keys 
agreed before the long-term keys were compromised. It is a property which is difficult to be 
achieved since it allows the adversary to obtain the long-term keys of the parties. Meanwhile, 
key exchange protocols which provide forward secrecy are often computationally more 
expensive than those which do not provide forward secrecy since an extra Diffie-Hellman 
tuple is often needed in order to achieve this property. So some researchers may not pay much 
attention to it, especially in the case when the long-term keys of the parties are not assumed to 
be corrupted [4-5]. However, we do not know what will happen in the future. In some extent, 
the more robust the protocol is, the smaller risk we will meet. The classification of wFS and 
sFS was first appeared in [6] by Krawczyk. wFS means the adversary who is not active in the 
test session cannot compute the session key of a key exchange protocol even given both of the 
long-term keys of the parties after the test session is expired. sFS means the adversary who is 
active in the test session cannot compute the session key of a key exchange protocol even 
given both of the long-term keys of the parties after the test session is expired. Note “active” 
here means the adversary can send the message to an honest user A on behalf of another honest 
user B. Lots of efficient key exchange protocols can only provide wFS but not sFS [7-10]. 

Actually, sFS can be easily achieved by an explicitly authenticated key exchange protocols 
with wFS since the honest communication parties can send one more confirmation message 
which indicates that he has computed the session key. However, the key point is how can sFS 
be achieved in one-round key exchange protocols since explicit authentication cannot be 
achieved in one-round key exchange protocols. So considering the sFS property in one-round 
key exchange protocol is a meaningful work.  

In Section 2, we review the previous work in one-round key exchange protocols. In 
Section 3, we give the motivation and contribution of the paper. In Section 4, we present a new 
kind of key compromise impersonate attack and a security model which includes this attack. In 
Section 5, we describe the mOT+ protocol we proposed. We then give the security analysis 
and the performance of our protocol in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we make a conclusion 
of this paper. 

2. Related Work 
In this section, we discuss one-round key exchange protocols and divide them into three 
categories: protocols without strong forward secrecy (sFS), protocols with sFS but without 
ephemeral key resistance and protocols with both of sFS and ephemeral key resistance.  

Protocols without sFS. Diffie and Hellman [11] did a seminal work in designing key 
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exchange protocol and proposed the first one-round key exchange protocol called 
Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange protocol. Although the message of the Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange protocol is not authenticated, its idea is the foundation of many other key exchange 
protocols later. In order to give a secure key exchange protocol whose computation cost is 
similar to Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, Menezes et al. [12] proposed an efficient 
key exchange protocol which is called MQV protocol. However, Krawczyk [6] found MQV 
was vulnerable to key compromise impersonation attack and it can only provide weak forward 
secrecy (wFS). A variant of the MQV which is called HMQV was proposed by Krawczyk. 
However, as pointed by Krawczyk in [6], any 2-message key-exchange protocol (including 
HMQV) with no secure shared state previously established between the parties cannot provide 
sFS. For a few years, researches seemed to agree with Krawczyk’s statement and did not 
consider one-round (two-flow) key exchange protocol with sFS. For example, “no 2-round 
AKE protocol can achieve full perfect forward secrecy (PFS)” stated by LaMacchia et al. [2] 
and “two-party protocols with only two-message flow and having no previous establishment 
of secure shared state cannot achieve perfect forward secrecy” stated by Chow and Choo [13]. 

Protocols with sFS but without ephemeral key resistance. In order to address the 
problem of sFS and give a formal security proof of key exchange protocol, Canetti and 
Krawczyk proposed the CK model [1]. The definition of “session expiration” makes the 
property of sFS come true.  A protocol SIG-DH with sFS was proposed in [1]. The trick used 
in SIG-DH is using a signature algorithm to authenticate the message in DH protocol. SIG-DH 
is a protocol with sFS, however, it is not efficeint since the signature algorithm is used. 
Gennaro et al. [14] proposed a one-round key exchange protocol based on Okamoto-Tanaka 
protocol [15] which is called mOT protocol. mOT is a remarkable one-round key exchange 
protocol since it provides sFS while achieving the minimal communication. However, the 
SIG-DH protocol in CK model and mOT are vulnerable to the ephemeral key reveal attack 
which is a strong attack proposed by LaMacchia et al. [2]. LaMacchia et al. [2] proposed a new 
security model including the ephemeral key reveal attack which is called eCK model. 
However, the limitation of eCK is that it does not differentiate the timing of secret compromise, 
which means that it cannot capture sFS.  

Protocols with both of sFS and ephemeral key resistance. Boyd et al. [16] gave a  
comprehensive analysis of the one-round key exchange protocols with sFS and ephemeral key 
resistance. A compiler which can transform any secure key exchange protocol with wFS into a 
key exchange protocol with sFS was also proposed in [16]. However, Cremers and Feltz [17] 
showed Boyd and Nieto’s construction [16] was not secure if one of the users’s long-term key 
is revealed before the session begins. Cremers and Feltz [17] proposed a new compiler for 
one-round key exchange protocol which can transform any one-round key exchange protocol 
which is secure in weCK  (a model which is slightly stronger than eCK) into a secure 
one-round key exchange protocol in eCK-PFS. The property of ephemeral key resistance is 
also considered in eCK-PFS. The work of Cremers and Feltz is very meaningful in designing 
the key exchange protocol with sFS. The trick used in [17] is using the deterministic signature 
which is strongly existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack 
(SUF-CMA) to sign the message in NAXOS. However, it is not easy to transform all the key 
exchange protocols into protocols with eCK-PFS. Meanwhile, Cremers and Feltz did not 
differentiate the weak key compromise impersonation (wKCI, definition is in 4.1) and the 
strong key compromise impersonation (sKCI, definition is in 4.1). Bergsma et al. [18] 
proposed the first generic construction for one-round key exchange protocol with sFS in the 
standard model. The limitation is that it is less efficient compared with the protocol in the 
random oracle model.  
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3. Motivation and contribution 
Security models for key exchange protocols have been researched for years, however, lots of 
them only consider what secret can be compromised but they do not differentiate the timing of 
secret compromise. In this paper, considering the time of secret compromise, we first provide 
a new strong key compromise impersonation (sKCI) attack to key exchange protocols. Second, 
we propose a new security model for key exchange protocol which considers not only what 
keys can be compromised but also when they are compromised. Third, in order to design a 
one-round key exchange protocol which can be resistant to the sKCI attack and achieve the 
sFS property, we propose a one-round key exchange protocol based on the mOT protocol, 
called as mOT+. mOT+ is secure even if the ephemeral key is revealed. The security of the 
new protocol is given in the new model we proposed. 

4. KCI Attack and The Model 

4.1 KCI Attack 
Key compromise impersonation (KCI) attack first appeared in [19] and was deeply analyzed 
by Strangio [20]. Generally speaking, KCI-resistance property is similar to the forward 
secrecy since both of the two secure properties allow the adversary to corrupt the long-term 
keys of the participants. The difference lies in the time of corrupting the long-term keys. One is 
before executing the test session while the other is after executing the test session. As forward 
secrecy aforementioned, KCI attack can also be divided into two levels: 

Weak KCI attack (wKCI): Suppose an adversary with the knowledge of the long-term 
private key of a user A impersonates another honest user B to communicate with A, while A 
does not realize the corruption of his key. A then accepts the session and the adversary can 
compute the session key of this session although there is no such partner session at B. 

Strong KCI attack (sKCI): Consider a deeper lever, once an adversary has corrupted a 
user A, he impersonates another user B to communicate with A. The adversary may not be able 
to compute the session key of this session at this point, however, some days later if the 
adversary has the ability to corrupt  B then he can reveal the session key of A and B although 
the session has expired and there is no such partner session at B. 

wKCI attack has been studied in some works in recent years [19, 20], however, few of 
researchers considers the sKCI attack [17]. Let’s consider such a scenario in the real life: Alice 
wants to tell Bob a secret then she begins to establish a secure channel with Bob by using a one 
round key exchange protocol in order to reduce communication cost. However, Alice has no 
idea that her long term key has been revealed by Eve. When Alice establishes the key 
exchange protocol with Bob, Eve intercepts the message and impersonates Bob to 
communicate with Alice. Upon receiving the message from “Bob” (actually it is from Eve), 
Alice computes the session key and encrypts the message “I tell you a secret and do not tell 
anyone else. The secret is... ” , then Alice sends the message to “Bob”. If Eve can reveal the 
session key of this session and decrypts the message at this point without having additional 
ability, then it means Eve launches a successful wKCI attack. However, if Eve cannot reveal 
the session key of the target session at this point but several days later, when Eve has an 
additional ability to reveal Bob’s long term key then Eve can recover the session key between 
Alice and “Bob”. In such case, we say that Eve launches a successful sKCI attack. Cremers 
and Feltz [17] considered the sKCI attack as mentioned in this paper, however, they regarded 
the sKCI attack as the common KCI attack, i.e., the wKCI attack. Actually, it is meaningful to 
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distinguish the wKCI attack and the sKCI attack since they represent the attacks from the 
adversaries with different abilities respectively. It is just like the reason why we distinguish the 
wFS and the sFS. Note we can regard the property of sKCI-resilience as a special kind of sFS 
since both of these properties are against an adversary who can compromise the long-term 
keys of the honest user. The difference lies in when these long-term keys are compromised. 
Actually, sKC-resilience implies common sense sFS which we called before since the 
adversary who launches the sKCI attack has one more ability than the adversary who is against 
the sFS, i.e., corrupting one communication party before executing the test session. 

4.2 Security Model 
Before we give the formal security model, we need to explain the possibility of the attacks 
when the adversary has access to the secret information of a session. Actually, there are only 
two kinds of secrets in a key exchange protocol. One is the long-term key and the other is the 
ephemeral key. We have to guarantee that the session key is still secure if one kind of secrets is 
revealed by the adversary. If the ephemeral keys are revealed to the adversary in a session, it 
means he gets all the random values chosen in this session. Then the session key may be 
leaked in some protocols such as the SIG-DH protocol in CK model since the session key can 
be computed by the ephemeral keys without the long-term keys. So the leakage of the 
ephemeral keys means that the session key may be leaked and we have to defeat this attack. 
And if the long-term keys are revealed to the adversary, he can take advantage of these secrets 
to recover the session key agreed before the long-term keys are compromised (the adversary 
can be passive and active in the past session). The reason lies in that the session key can be 
computed by the long-term keys without the ephemeral keys such as the NAXOS protocol in 
eCK model (the attack to the property of sFS or sKCI resistance). In a word, if the adversary 
has access to secret information (ephemeral keys or long-term keys) of a key exchange 
protocol, then the session key may be revealed. So we have to give a security model which 
includes both of the ephemeral key reveal attack and the long-term key reveal attack. 

The model proposed here is based on the CK model [1] and eCK model [2]. Let U be one 
of the users in { 1 2, ,..., nU U U }. The protocol P is running among these users. During the 
execution of P, each user may have multiple instances. One execution of the protocol is called 
an instance or a session. Let i

U∏  be the i-th instance at U. Every session has a unique session 
identifier. The session identifier of a completed session can be regarded as the concatenation 
of the messages a user sent and received, i.e., { ,sent recvs s }. Two sessions are said to be 
matching sessions if they have the same session identifier. Note the matching session may not 
exist when a session completes. We call the state as accepted when an instance computes the 
session key. An instance may terminate before arriving an accepted state. Here we consider the 
communication networks to be fully controlled by an adversary A . Meanwhile, A  is allowed 
to ask the following queries to the protocol instances polynomial times. 

Execute  ( i
U∏ , '

j
U∏ ). The adversary A  gets access to ith honest executions between U  

and 'U  by eavesdropping. 
Send  ( i

U∏ , m ). Upon receiving the message m , i
U∏  executes the protocol and responds 

with an outgoing message or a decision to indicate accepting or rejecting the session. If i
U∏  

does not exist, it will be created as an initiator, or as a responder otherwise. 
  Session key reveal  ( i

U∏ ). This query takes as input a session identifier and returns the 
session key if the session is complete. 
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  Ephemeral key reveal  ( i
U∏ ). This query takes as input a session identifier. If the session 

is incomplete then the ephemeral keys are returned. 
  bLong term key reveal−  (U). The long-term secret key of U is returned to A  before U 

executes a session. 
  aLong term key reveal−  (U). The long-term secret key of U is returned to A  after U 

completes a session. 
Test  ( i

U∏ ). After several interaction with the users’ instance, A  will choose a session as 
the test session. In such case, a random bit b is secretly chosen. If b = 1, A  is given the session 
key of the test session. Otherwise, a random value chosen from the session key space is given. 
Note that a Test query is allowed only  to an accepted and fresh instance. 

Fresh : A protocol instance i
U∏  is said to be fresh if the following conditions holds: 

1. The instance i
U∏  or its matching session (if it exists) has not been asked a Session key 

reveal query; 
2. If the instance i

U∏  has been asked  an   Ephemeral key reveal  query, then either 
  Long term key reveal−  query is not allowed to U and vice versa.  

3. Let { , }i
U sent recvs s∏ = and { ', '}j

U sent recvs s∏ =  be two sessions of U, if 'sent sents s=  and 
i
U∏  has been asked  an   Ephemeral key reveal  query, then  both of the 

  Long term key reveal−  queries are not allowed to U and vice versa. 

4.  If  i
U∏  is the matching session of '

j
U∏  and A  has asked a   bLong term key reveal−  

query to U, then any message that A   sends to '
j

U∏  on behalf of U must come from i
U∏  itself. 

5. If  i
U∏  is the matching session of '

j
U∏ , then A  is only allowed to ask  

  bLong term key reveal−  query to one of U and 'U . 
Security Definition. We use the security definition of CKsecure [1]. A key-exchange 

protocol is said to be secure in the proposed model if for all Probabilistic Polynomial-Time 
(PPT) adversaries A : 

1. if two uncorrupted parties complete matching sessions in a run of the protocol then, 
except for a negligible probability, the session key output in these sessions is the same; 

2. A  succeeds in guessing the bit b in the test session with probability not more than 1/2 
plus a negligible fraction.  

Differences from the traditional security models. Lots of security models for key 
exchange protocols only consider what secret can be compromised but they do not 
differentiate the timing of secret compromise, such as eCK model. The new security model 
proposed in this paper considers not only in terms of which keys can be compromised but 
when they are compromised. Our model is similar to the eCK-PFS model proposed in [17] and 
the  difference of the two models is that we differentiate the timing of secret compromise as 

  bLong term key reveal−  and    aLong term key reveal−  which is more intuitive to define the 
sFS as well as the sKCI attack. eCK-PFS model does not refine the different attacks. So our 
model can be seemed as a supplement of eCK-PFS. Meanwhile, eCK-PFS uses a new 
definition origin-session to define the fresh session while our model does not use new 
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definition, so it is easy for the readers to have a transition from the old models (such as CK and 
eCK) to the new model. 

5. mOT+ Protocol 
In this section, we propose a new one-round strongly secure key exchange protocol with 
sKCI-resistance and sFS based on mOT protocol which we call the mOT+  protocol. The 
differences of mOT and mOT+  are: (1) mOT is not secure if the ephemeral keys of the session 
are leaked while mOT+  is secure even if the adversary is allowed to obtain both of the parties’ 
ephemeral keys. (2) The assumptions used in mOT are RSA and Knowledge of Exponent 
while the assumption used in mOT+  is only RSA since there is a verification process, so the 
additional assumption is not needed. (3) The sKCI attack is not considered in the security 
proof of mOT while a formal proof that mOT+  is secure against sKCI attack is given in this 
paper. The details of mOT+  are shown in Fig. 1. 

2 2Public and Private key of A:( , )e
A Ax x
2 2Public and Private key of B:( , )e
B Bx x

a R← b R←
2( , )Ax H a x= 2( , )By H b x=

exX g= eyY g=
2( , ) 2AH a x

Ag xa =
2( , ) 2BH b x

Bg xb =

, ,AID X a

, ,BID Y b

2Verify /e e
BY xb= 2Verify /e e

AX xa=
If it does not hold If it does not hold

then aborts;otherwisethen aborts;otherwise
22 ( , )AH a x

AK Y=
22 ( , )BH b x

BK X=
2 22 ( , ) ( , )A BeH a x H b x

A BK K K g= = =

Session key '( , , , , , , )A Bsk H K ID ID X Y a b=

User A User B

 
Fig. 1. mOT+ protocol 

 
System Setup: The system chooses a common modulus  N pq=  as well as a public 

exponent e  for all users, where p  and q  are two secure large primes and e  is prime to 
( ) ( 1)( 1)N p qϕ = − −  mod N . g  is a generator  of NQR , where NQR  is a subgroup of 

quadratic residues mod N . The system publishes the parameters ( , , )N e g  and erases the 
factors of N . There are two hash functions: * *

/4
: (0,1)

N
H Z  

→  and *' : (0,1) (0,1)H λ→ , 

where λ  is secure parameter. Each user in the system chooses a random value Ux  and sets the 
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public and private key pair of U as 2e
Ux  mod N and 2

Ux  mod N. All the pubic keys of the 
users must be certified by the Certificate Authority (CA). We omit mod N in the rest of the 
paper if there is no ambiguity. 

Key exchange: If a user A with identity AID  and a user B with identity BID  wants to 
establish a key exchange protocol with each other, they first pick ephemeral secret keys a and 
b at random from R where *

NR Z= . Then A computes 2( , )Ax H a x= , exX g=  and  
2( , ) 2AH a x

Ag xa =  and sends { , , }AID X a  to B. On the other side B computes 2( , )by H b x= , 
eyY g=  and 

2( , ) 2BH b x
Bg xb =  and sends { , , }BID Y b  to A. On receiving the messages, both of 

the users check if the messages they received are in *
NZ  and if the equations 2/e e

BY xb=  and 
2/e e
AX xa=  hold or not. If the checks succeed, A computes 

22 ( , )AH a x
AK Y= while B computes 

22 ( , )BH b x
BK X= . The session key is  '( , , , , , , )A BH K ID ID X Y a b  where 

2 22 ( , ) ( , )A BeH a x H b x
A BK K K g= = = . Otherwise, they refuse the messages. 

6. Security and Performance Analysis of mOT+ Protocol 

6.1 Security Analysis 

Before we give the security analysis of mOT+  we give two assumptions and a lemma first. 
RSA assumption. Let N  be a positive integer and p , q  be two odd primes. Let e  be a 

randomly chosen positive integer relatively prime to ( ) ( 1)( 1)N p qϕ = − − . Given ( , )N e  and 
a random value *

Ny Z∈ , for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A , it is infeasible to 
find the value x  such that modex y N= . 

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. For NQR , let g  be a random 
generator of NQR . Given two random values modxX g N=  and modyY g N= , for any 
probabilistic polynomial time adversary A , it is infeasible to find the value Z  such that 

modxyZ g N= . 
Lemma 1 [14]. Let { , , }N e d  be RSA parameters and f  be an integer relatively prime to 

e . There is an efficient procedure that given { , , }N e f  and a value ( ) modf dx N , for *
Nx Z∈  , 

computes moddx N . 
Theorem 1. Under the RSA assumption, if we model H and 'H  as random oracles, 

mOT+  is a secure key exchange protocol in the model we proposed above. 
Proof. It is easy to see mOT+  meets the first condition of the Security Definition and we 

do not explain it here. Now we show mOT+  meets the second condition. Let’s define a 
simulator S  who simulates mOT+  to the adversary A . The goal of A  is to guess the bit b in 
the test session, i.e., distinguishing the session key of the test session from a random value. 
Let's divide the event that A  successes in the game between A  and S  into two case: (1) The 
test session A  chooses has a matching session. (2) The test session A  chooses has no 
matching session. 

Matching session exists. Assume that the test session A  selects has a matching session. 
Then if A  can break the security definition aforementioned, S  can solve the CDH problem 
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on NQR . More precisely, upon receiving a CDH challenge * *( , )X Y  where * xX g= , 
* y

NY g QR= ∈  and g  is a generator of NQR  , S  run System Setup algorithm and initializes 
all the information needed including ( , , )N g e  and all the long-term keys of the parties, where 
e  is prime to ( )Nϕ  and 2eg g= . Then S  chooses two matching sessions between two 
honest parties A and B. When either of the two sessions is activated, S  follows the mOT+  
protocol and chooses two ephemeral keys a  and b . Instead of sending 

2 2( , ) ( , ) 2( , )A AeH a x H a x
AX g g xa= =   and 

2 2( , ) ( , ) 2( , )B BeH b x eH b x
BY g g xa= = , S  sets 

2 2 2 2 * 2x ex x
A A A Ag x g x g x X xa = = = =   and 2 2 2 2 * 2y e y y

B B B Bg x g x g x Y xb = = = =  and also sets 
*( )eX X=  and *( )eY Y= . With probability 21 / sq  that A  chooses one of the  sessions 

selected by S   as the test session and another as its matching session, where sq  is the total 
sessions that A   can interact with. Since the protocol is running in the random oracle model, if 
A  can correctly guess the bit b in the test session, then A  must have asked a hash query to 

'H  by 2( , , , , )exy
A Bg ID ID a b . Then S  can check the hash list of 'H  and get the value 

2exyg from list of 'H . S  can further compute ( , )CDH X Y  since 
22 2 ( , )

ee xy ex y xyg g g CDH X Y= = = . Note A  can ask the ephemeral key reveal query and 
long-term key reveal query and  S  can answer these queries since S  knows all the secrets of 
the users. However, A  cannot reveal both of the ephemeral key and long-term key of the test 
session and its matching session. So if A  wins the game only by revealing the ephemeral keys 
of the communication users, it means A  must have computed 2

Ax  or 2
Bx  from 2e

Ax  or 2e
Bx . 

However, we know this is computationally intractable provided the RSA assumption holds. 
Since the RSA assumption implies the CDH assumption [14], Theorem 1 holds when the test 
session has a matching session. 

No matching session. The test session A  chooses has no matching session means that 
A  impersonates the honest user to participate the test session so there is no matching session 
at the honest user who is impersonated. In order to give a clear proof here, we list three cases 
based on whether or when the corruption occurs: 

Case 1: A  does not ask any long-term key reveal queries to the user in the test session. 
Case 2: A  only asks a   blong term key reveal−  query to one of the users in the test 

session and launches the wKCI attack. 
Case 3: A  asks a   blong term key reveal−  query to one of the users in the test session 

and asks   along term key reveal−  query to the partner of the user when the test session 
completes, i.e., launching the sKCI attack. 

Case 1. In this case, if A  can break the security definition aforementioned, then we show 
the simulator S  can solve RSA problem by calling A  as a subroutine. 

Set up. S  chooses the pubic keys and long-term private keys for all of the participants 
except B. More precisely, for all the users except B, S  chooses a random value Us  and sets 
the public and private key pair of U as ( 2 2,e

U Us s ). For B, when receiving the RSA tuple 
( , , )N e P , S  sets the public and private key pair of B as 2( , )Z P null= . In order to simulate 
the protocol, S  chooses a random value Nr QR∈  and sets er r= . The aim of S  is to 
generate a generator of NQR . So S  lets ( )eg rZ= . If g  is not a generator of NQR , then S  
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will choose a new random value r  untill g  is a generator of NQR . 
Simulating the non-Test sessions. Since A  can activate mOT+  protocol between any 

two users and he also can tamper the messages and impersonate honest user in the key 
exchange process, S  must maintain the consistency of the simulation. Simulating all the 
participants other than B is trivial since S  knows all of their private keys. When B is activated 
to send messages in a instance between C and B, S  cannot generate the correct messages since 
S  does not know the private key of B, i.e., dZ  where 1ed =  mod ( )Nφ . In such case, S  
chooses a random value *

Nb Z∈  as the ephemeral key, picks h at random from *
/4N

b Z  
∈  and 

sets /hg rb =  and /eY Zb=  instead of ( , )dH b Z dg Zb =  and ( , )deH b ZY g= . Y can pass the 
verification since /eY Zb= . If A  does not ask a query to H' by ( , , , , , , )K C B X Y γ b  in this 
session where 2/ e

Cx Xγ =  and 2 2( / , ) ( , )CK CDH x Y CDH X Yγ= = , S  can choose a random 
value to answer the session key query. However, if A  can compute K and asks a query to H' 
by ( , , , , , , )K C B X Y γ b  then S  has to answer this query consistently since S  cannot answer 
the session key query directly without knowing the private key of B. In such case, when 
receiving this query, S  first checks whether there is a record ( , , , , , , )K C B X Y γ b  in the hash 
list which S  keeps. If there is already a record in the hash list, S  answers the query by this 
record. Otherwise, S  will check whether the following equation holds by /dZ g r=  
and er r= : 

               

2 2

2 1 2

2 2( )

( , ) ( , / )
   ( , ( / ) / ) ( ,( / ) / ( ))
   ( , )

e

h e h e d

eh d eh d

K CDH X Y CDH X Z
CDH X g r Z CDH X g r g r
CDH X g X

b
−

− −

= =

= =

= =

            (1) 

Although S  does not know d, he can verify  equation (1) by the following method: S  
verifies whether 

22 ( ) 2( 1)e e eh d e hK X X− −= =  holds or not. S  can verify this since he knows 
value h. If the verification holds, then S  chooses a random value and marks this value as the 
session key of this session. Then S  answers the hash query '( , , , , , , )H K C B X Y γ b  by this 
value and adds this record  in hash list. Otherwise, S  just answers it with a random value and 
also adds the  record  in hash list. Note the verification is correct since the mapping from X  to 

eX  is a permutation over *
NZ . When simulating the protocol, if A  asks the ephemeral key 

reveal query to B’s instance, then S  answers the query with b. A  cannot find any abnormal 
unless he solves the RSA problem and asks a hash query to H by ( , )db Z . However, this is 
impossible if the RSA assumption holds. 

Simulating the Test sessions. Suppose the test session is owned by user A and its 
matching session is owned by user B. When executing the test session between A and B, S  
selects a random value a as the ephemeral key of A and sets 2( )l

ArZ xa = , 2/e e
AX xa=  and 

2/ AX xa= , where 1l te= +  and [1... / 4 ]t N∈    . Suppose 2/ x
AX x ga= = , then we have 

2 2( / )x e xK Y Zb= =  where b  and Y are the messages sent from A  who impersonates B to 
communicate with A. Since 2( )l

ArZ xa = , we can obtain that 2/ ( ) ( )l d l x
AX x rZ g ga= = = =  

(recall that we let ( )eg rZ=  in the Setup). Thus, we have: 
                                               2 2( / )x e xK Y Zb= =                                         (2) 
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The goal of S  is to compute dP , i.e., /2dZ . From the description above we can see, the 
simulation is perfect to A . So if A  can distinguish between the session key of the test session 
and a random value, then S  can solve the RSA problem by calling A  as a subroutine. The 
reason is that all the queries are answered in the random oracle model in the simulation, so 
successfully distinguishing the session key of the test session from a random value means A  
has asked the hash query to H' with 2( ( / ) , , , , )e dfK B IDA IDBb a b= . Then S  can obtain 

2( / )e dlZb  by searching the hash list it keeps. It is easy to see that 2 2( ) /l d lZ Kb= . Recall that 
S  lets 2Z P=  so S  can compute 2 4 2( ) ( ) /l d l d lZ P Kb= = . Because 4 f  is prime to e so 
using the Lemma 1 we can obtain 4( )d l dP P= . 

Case 2. When A  asks a     blong term key reveal  query to A in the test session and 
launches the wKCI attack, S  can answer all the queries A  asks as in the Case 1 since S  
knows all the participants’ long-term keys except B. Note as mentioned above, if A  asks a 
    blong term key reveal  query to A in the test session then he cannot impersonate A to 
communicate with B. The simulation fails if A  asks a     along term key reveal  query to B, 
however, this also means A  cannot guess the session key of the test session. So we can get the 
same conclusion in the Case 1. 

Case 3. In this case A  can also ask a     along term key reveal  query to B on the basis of 
Case 2. S  cannot simulate the protocol for A  as in Case 2 since when A  asks long-term key 
reveal query to B, S  cannot answer it. In such case we divide the event that A  generates the 
correct messages in the test session and guesses the session key of this session into two cases: 

Case 3.1: A  chooses Y by himself and generates the corresponding value b  and 
impersonates B to send ( , )Y b  to other users. Then he computes the session key by the secret 
value he chose in Y. 

Case 3.2: A  generates a new message pair ( ', ')Y b  by using the message pairs sent from 
B and impersonates B to send ( ', ')Y b  to other user. Then he computes the session key by 
some tricks. 

Case 3.1. From Fig.1 we can see, there is a verification before the participants compute 
the session key in mOT+ . If the messages do not pass the verification, then the protocol halts. 
So if the adversary A  wants to break the security of mOT+ , then he must generate the correct 
messages to pass the verification first. Without loss of generation, we suppose A  chooses 

yY g=  in Case 3.1. Now if he can generate a correct value b  where 2/e e
BY xb= , then he 

can further compute the session key of this session since he knows the value y of Y. However, 
if this happens then S  can solve RSA problem by calling A  as a subroutine. Because if the 
equation 2/e e

BY xb=  holds where b  is generated by A , it means A  can 
compute 2 // y e

Bx gb= . Here we have to note that S  can check the internal status of A  all the 
time, so when A  generates a correct messages pair and pass the verification in Case 3.1 then 
A  stops running the protocol since S  can solve the RSA problem in this point and A  does 
not need to simulate the protocol any longer. It means if S  asks the     along term key reveal  
query to B after this point, S  does not answer it. So if the RSA assumption holds, then A  
cannot generate the correct messages to pass the verification in Case 3.1, i.e., the sKCI attack 
cannot work in Case 3.1. 
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Case 3.2. In this case, S  chooses all the participants's (including B’s) private and public 
keys by himself and simulates the mOT+  protocol to A . If A  can break the session key 
security of mOT+  in this case, then S  can solve CDH problem over NQR . Suppose A  has 
eavesdropped a message pair ( , )Y b  from B’s instance, he cannot generate a correct message 
pair ( ', ')Y b  which he knows the discrete logarithm of 'Y  and  'b  under the RSA assumption 
(analysis is in Case 3.1). So if A  wants to pass the verification in mOT+ , he has to do the 
following steps: A  first chooses a value [1... / 4 ]t N∈     and lets  ' * ( )eY Y f t=  and  

' * ( )f tb b=  where  ( )f t  is a function of t  and it is chosen by A . We can see the equation  
2' ' /e e

BY xb=  holds since  2/e e
BY xb=  holds. Then, A  sends  ( ', ')Y b  to a participant A 

who is not aware of being asked by a long-term key reveal query. A follows the protocol 
honestly and replies A  with  ( , )X a . The aim of A  is to find the session key of this session, 
i.e., computing '( ', , , , ', , ')H K A B X Y a b  where  2 2' ( , '/ ) ( ', / )B AK CDH X x CDH Y xb a= = . 
On one side, since ' * ( )f tb b= , we can obtain  2 2( , '/ ) ( , / ) *B BCDH X x CDH X xb b=  

( , ( ))CDH X f t . Now A  can compute  ( , ( ))CDH X f t  with the knowledge of  ( )f t . After 
the test session is expired, A  can also ask the      along term key reveal  query  to B and obtains  

Bx , however, A  cannot compute  2( , / )BCDH X xb  without knowing the exponent of X and 
b  provided the CDH assumption holds. Note A  cannot ask the ephemeral key reveal query 
to the session  i

U∏  if the long-term key reveal attack has been asked to U. On the other side,  
' * ( )eY Y f t= , then we can obtain 2 2 2( ', / ) ( , / ) * ( ( ) , / )e

A A ACDH Y x CDH Y x CDH f t xa a a= . 
A  can compute  2( ( ) , / )e

ACDH f t xa  since he knows the structure of  ( )ef t  and  2
Ax ( A  has 

asked a      blong term key reveal  query  to A). However, A  cannot compute 2( , / )ACDH Y xa  
without knowing the exponent of Y and a  provided the CDH assumption holds. So the sKCI 
attack cannot work in Case 3.2. 

Sum up all the analysis above, if A  cannot break the RSA assumption (RSA assumption 
implies the CDH assumption for QR  [11]) then the simulation of the mOT+  is perfect and A  
cannot get any advantage in guessing the session key of the test session in the random oracle 
model, i.e., the probability of A  succeeds in guessing the session key of the test session is not 
more than: 

                                        1 / 2 ( )* ( )RSA
s Npoly q Adv t+                                       (3) 

Where sq  denotes the total sessions that A can interact with,  ( )spoly q  denotes a 
polynomial of sq  and ( )RSA

NAdv t  denotes the probability that one breaks the RSA assumption 
in time t. It is easy to see that ( ) * ( )RSA

s Npoly q Adv t  is a negligible fraction based on RSA 
assumption. So we can draw the conclusion of Theorem 1. 

6.2 Performance 

We show the performance analysis of mOT+  protocol by comparing with some one-round 
key exchange protocols in term of the security model, underlying assumption, whether or not it 
is sKCI-resistance and the computation cost. The comparisons are shown in Table 1. In Table 
1, we list several security models for key exchange protocols. CK model captures the forward 
secrecy, however, it does not capture the ephemeral key reveal attack. So when an adversary 
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who has the ability of revealing the ephemeral key, then he will recover the session key. eCK 
model captures the ephemeral key reveal resistance property, however, it does not capture sFS. 
So both of CK and eCK are not perfect. sFS model means a model who captures the strong 
forward secrecy.  

 
Table 1. Comparisons between one-round key exchange protocols 

Protocols Security 
model 

Assumption sKCI-re
sistance 

ephemeral key 
reveal-resistance 

Computation Computation 
cost after 

precomputaion 
HMQV CKHMQV GDH,KEA1 No Yes 3exp 2exp 
NAXOS eCK GDH No Yes 4exp 3exp 
Boyd and  
Nieto’s eCK,sFS GDH,MAC No Yes 5exp 3exp 

SIG-DH CK, sFS DDH Yes No 2exp+1sig+ 
1verif 1exp+1verif 

SIG-DH CK, sFS DDH Yes No 5exp 3exp 
mOT CK,sFS RSA,KEA1 Yes No 3exp 2exp 

SIG(NAX
OS) 

eCK ,sFSw

 
GDH Yes Yes 4exp+1sig+ 

1verif 3exp+1verif  

SIG(NAX
OS) 

eCK ,sFSw

 
GDH Yes Yes 7exp 5exp 

mOT+  Ours RSA Yes Yes 4exp 2exp 
exp: exponent operation; sig: signature operation; verif: signature verification operation. 
The concrete signature algorithm we use in Table 1 is the DSA signature. The computation cost of DSA 
signature is 1exp and the verification cost of DSA is 2exp. 

 
From the comparison we can see, there are two advantages of mOT+ . On one hand, 

compared with HMQV, NAXOS and Boyd and Nieto’s protocol, mOT+  can provide sFS as 
well as the sKCI-resistance property. On the other hand, compared with SIG-DH [1] and mOT 
[14], mOT+  is secure against ephemeral key reveal attack and a weak underlying assumption 
is used. As we know, the weaker the underlying assumption that the key exchange protocol 
bases on, the stronger the security it can provide. Cramers and Feltz’s protocol [17] has the 
same security property with mOT+ , however, it is not easy to transform all the key exchane 
protocols into protocols with eCK-PFS using the compiler in [17]. So the practical application 
needs to be tested. Meanwhile, the computation cost of mOT+  as shown in Table 1 is also 
more efficient than the protocol in [17]. Therefore, based on an overall consideration of these 
security properties and efficiency, mOT+  has better performance compared with related 
one-round key exchange protocols. 

7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a new kind of attack to the key exchange protocol which is called the 
strong key compromise impersonation (sKCI) attack. Then, we propose a strong security 
model for the key exchange protocol which considers not only what keys can be compromised 
but also when they are compromised. In order to give a key exchange protocol which is secure 
in the propose model, we propose a strongly secure one-round key exchange protocol called 
mOT+  based on the mOT protocol. The new attack and the new security model may provide a 
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new topic in analyzing the security of the key exchange protocol. Our further work will be on 
designing a secure one-round key exchange protocol whose computation cost is similar to that 
of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. 
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